Title word cross-reference

2 [CFNH24, DQH+21, FLFZTS20, JP22, ZLCL24]. 3
[BHB+21, MCC20, NE23]. 8 × 8 [JP22]. g [GSM22, MAL+23]. Γ [WYH+24].
h [MAL+23, ZZLM22]. K [FBL+21, LLM+20, AMM21a, Amm21b, CSS21,
CTA20, LLM24, LFC+24, NA23, YZM23, ZLCL24]. κ3 [WHC21]. G [RBS21].
n [LLM24, LFC+24, MZMM21, ZLCL24]. n4 [PB20].

-and- [MAL+23]. -ary [LLM24, LFC+24, ZLCL24]. -component [YZM23],
-connectivity [WHC21]. -core [CSS21]. -coverage
[AMM21a, Amm21b, NA23]. -CSqu [NA23]. -cube [LFC+24]. -cubes
[FBL+21, LLM+20]. -mismatch [CTA20]. -packing [FLFZTS20].
-restricted [ZZLM22]. -robust [WYH+24].
B [CGG20], B5G [CL22b], backward [WCT22], balanced [GS20, LZZ20, SOL22], balancer [FPdLS21], Balancing [KSB20, AM22, BAC22, DED20, GGTSD23, MBM20, PSBB21, TDCM21, VP20, ZZS21], ball [SK23], band [SMM20], bandwidth [BHP24], bandwidth-sharing [BHP24], barrier [CSS21, SAATK21].


*Blockchain-assisted* [ARL20]. *Blockchain-based* [BPT+22, CLT+20, HFP+22, HSX+21, RGB20, YLZ+20, GLC+22, WHY+21, XZH+22, XLL+21]. *Blockchain-empowered* [TTD24]. *Blockchain-enabled* [CGC21, KKT+22, MLTT20]. *Blockchain-enhanced* [HZL+20]. *Blockchain-orchestrated* [KKG+23]. *Blocks* [URS21]. *Board* [Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23n, Ano23o, Ano23p, Ano23q, Ano23r, Ano23s]. *Board* [Ano23t, Ano23u, Ano23v, Ano23w, Ano23x, Ano23y, Ano24c, Ano24d, Ano24e, Ano24f, Ano24g, Ano24h, Ano24i, Ano24j]. *bonded* [BNOS21]. *Boosting* [BAPD22]. *bound* [GSMO23]. *Bounding* [JH21]. *bounds* [SHI22]. *box* [WCLD21]. *BP* [ZLLC22]. *BPS* [HZL+20]. *brain* [CGW23]. *branch* [GSMO23, LW20]. *branch-and-bound* [GSMO23]. *Breaking* [CSS21]. *broadcast* [NRGL22]. *BSF* [Sok21]. *BTNC* [ZWS+20]. *bubble* [KKH+23]. *bubble-sort* [KKH+23]. *Budgeted* [WYW+20]. *buffers* [KLL+21]. *building* [DMSB20]. *burials* [MM24]. *burst* [KLL+21]. *bus* [HNN+20]. *bypassing* [EL20]. *Byzantine* [CAG+23, PB21].

Challenges
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Cheap

Chip
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Class

Classification

Classifying

Cloud

Clouds

Clusters

Co-design

Coalition

Cohort

Collaboration

Collecting

Coherence

Cooperator
cyber-attacks [MPAS24]. Cyber-physical [NVE+21]. cycles [LZZJ23].
cyclic [YNI+22]. cyclic-min [YNI+22].

D [BHB+21, CFNH24, DQH+21, JP22, MCC20, NE23]. DAG [RWF+21].

datacenters [AJH+20, NTT+21]. Data [CaTZ+24]. dataset [VP20].
datasets [LFRBGV+21]. datatype [HCC+20]. DaVinci [TlW23].
DBSCAN [WCTW22]. DCA [PLY+20]. DCTs [JP22]. DDF [PLBG21].
DDMTS [TDCM21]. DDOS [DT21, HR23, KKT+22]. deadline [CLMH22, HLL+21, WWH+21].
deadlock-constrained [CLMH22, HLL+21].
deadlock [MMESG+21]. deadlock-free [MMESG+21].
December [Ano20-29, Ano21-34, Ano22-36, Ano23a].
Decentralized [HDJ21, RGP20, SÖAOA20, DAG24, GF20, GLF20, HNKÖ21, KD21, SWM23, TSTY22].
decision [CNFMA20, MLGC+21]. decoder [LLC20]. Decomposition [KBW20, AM22, CSS21, FSL+21, SAY20, Zha23].
Decoupling [MTR22].
deduplication [SSG+20].
deep-learning [MTR22].
Deep-RL [DWXW22]. defined [AB22a, HA21, LCC20, YPD+20, AJH+20].
degrees [AMPT23].
DeJong [JH21].
delay [HSHT22, WXZ+23, ZSL+23].
delay-guaranteed [HSHT22].
delayed [Mal21].
delta [BW22].
demand [CCSI21, DCM+23, GHD20, PPN+20, XRGB21, YSZL23].
demands [CBO+23, KK21].
democracy [Pou20].
Dengue [SKS21]. dense [CHI+23].
densities [MS23]. dependable [Yaz23a].
dependent [LYZ+22a].
deployment [AAD+20, GVC+22]. depth [MKP22].
derived [HCC+20].
descent [YDX+22].
Design [BRK+21, CML+24, IKK20, AR21, BG21, CaTZ+24, DMM+21, KL22, MAR21, PAD22, YES22].
Designing [HMCG20].
destination [XRGB21].
detect [KK+22].
detecting [LCC20, MPAS24].
Detection [XTGJ21, Alm20, AGMG23, DFP20, FFS+22, GKB+20, HR23, HLS+23, HLL+22, JJJ21, KGPT21, KTM+21, KKT+22, MGE20, RKA20, RAJ+23, TA24, WLZ20, ZSL+23, ZLS23, CH24].
detectors [GKP21], determination [BDRJ24], deterministic [FW23],
detour [MCC20]. Developing [YSMB21], development [HGC+23],
device [CN22, TAGEL23], devices [AGC+21, HWM+23, HLZZ22, PYYO22, PYX+22, SCZ+23, SUD+22, XZH+22, YPD+20], DHTs [HNKO21],
diagonas [LZWZ22], diagnosis [SUD+22, WLT+23b], diagonal [AA20, GXYH21], diameter [CSS21], diffeomorphic [BHB+21], difference [Mar20], different [LXC+22]. Differential [URC20, HGF+20, WMJ+20],
diffusion [BSY24, DZ24], digital [ACCN20], dimensional [Amm21b, TZA+24, VP20], DINSanS [Kur21], directed [TZZ+20a, YS22], direction [ZWCL21, ZZZ+20], direction-based [ZZZ+20],
directional [AMM21a, CLLM23, CTGJ22], directions [KGTK20],
disaggregated [GPH+22], disaggregation [SM23], discovery [LCW+21, LD21, VFB+24, ZCD+21], discrete [BCEH23],
discretization [FPdLS+21]. Discriminating [DT21], disease [HFA20], disjoint [Lai21, LLW+20, LFC+24, MZMM21, WHC21, ZLC24], disk [LLXX24],
dispatch [XRB21], dispersed [PK21b], Dispersion [KMS22, GMMP24],
distance [GQX20], Distrib [YWF23], Distributed [BKB+23, CGDS20, CSS21, CAG+23, CC23, FFGEL21, GXJ+24, GHD20, KGPT21, LIT22, PWL+22, RSP23, RCVA22, SSS21, SZW+22, SEM20, VP20, WVL+21, YHK20, YDX+22, AJH+20, BSY24, BL23, CT24, CC23, CLZ20, CDA120, DF22, DMKFJ20, DCB+23, DGA+24, DMS20, DBAC+22, DPEL24, DFB23, DW23, FWZ+20, FZFTS20, FPdLS+21, GHHKL23, GHNS22, GMS+21, GC23, GQW+21, GKP21, JHY22, KST+23, KSV+20b, KTM+21, KKT+22, KUR21, LZZ+24, LLD+23, MD20, MCD+21, MBN22, NPM20, NE23, ODXX21, PPN+20, PSU+21, PGB+22, RBS21, RPM24, SH22, SK21, SLFC22, SC23, TV22, VTT+22, WCT22, WYD+24, XBY+22, ZZZG21, ZJW22, ZZ22, GDF+23], Distributed-memory [SZW+22, DFB23, MBN22, SH22, WCT22],
distribution [BDRJ24, SDL20, SFZ20], distribution-based [BDRJ24], distributions [XWL+20],
divergence [LW20], diverge [MPH20], duplicate [MDS20],
Django [QXL+21], DLHub [LCW+21], DNN [HGC+23, LYF+24, AAS24, ZJW22],
DNN-based [LYF+24], DNS [LLXG21], docking [VFDB+24], docking-based [VFDB+24], documents [BYW+22],
domain [LXC+22, LZZ+20, MBN22, SMHK21, SUD+22],
domains [ARL20], domination [GSMÖ23], double [LXLY23, PXY+20],
DPC [FRPGX22], DPDK [BPB23], DPDK-based [BPB23], DQN [LZGL22], DQPFS [SEM20], DQS [SS24],
Dragonflies [MMESG+21],
drift [BDRJ24], driven [BDRJ24, CC23, HFA20, KPS+22, JLY+22, MBN+20, SSG24, ZJW22, ZH24],
Driver [AB22b], DriverRep [AB22b],
driving [AB22b], DRL [WXZ+23],
Dumont [BCO+23], duplicate [OD20], duplicate-free
Duplication [TZZ+20a]. Durable [MLB21]. During [EHH+23].

DVFS [NMP20]. Dynamic [ALS23, AM22, DG22, GSV21, PS22, TZZ+20b, CGK20, GPK21, JYH22, KYZ+20, LLM+20, LZGL22, IWHF22, LLX+23, MPR+21, TA24, TYOC24, TDCM21, WYH+21, WXAL22, YY22, KK21].

dynamic-multithreading [WXAL22]. dynamics [BNOS21].

Early [BADP22, GMS+21, HFA20]. early-stage [HFA20]. EA [KRK20]. easy [CGG+23]. EasyPAP [LNW21].


Edge-Cloud [XLL+20, DFL+23, LSL20, LCH+21, LYY+24, WCT+22, YSZL23, YLZ+20].

edge-connectivity [YZM23, ZXY21]. Edge-of-Things [Alm20].


Editorial [CL22b, MS20, RSV21, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Ano20i, Ano20j, Ano20k, Ano20l, Ano20m, Ano20n, Ano20o, Ano20p, Ano20q, Ano20r, Ano20s, Ano20t, Ano20u, Ano20v, Ano21a, Ano21b, Ano21c, Ano21d, Ano21e, Ano21f, Ano21g, Ano21h, Ano21i, Ano21j, Ano21k, Ano21l, Ano21m, Ano21n, Ano21o, Ano21p, Ano21q, Ano21r, Ano21s, Ano21t, Ano21u, Ano21v, Ano21w, Ano21x, Ano22a, Ano22b, Ano22c, Ano22d, Ano22e, Ano22f, Ano22g, Ano22h, Ano22i, Ano22j, Ano22k, Ano22l, Ano22m, Ano22n, Ano22o, Ano22p, Ano22q, Ano22r, Ano22s, Ano22t, Ano22u, Ano22v, Ano22w, Ano22x, Ano23b, Ano23c, Ano23d, Ano23e, Ano23f, Ano23g, Ano23h, Ano23i, Ano23j, Ano23k, Ano23l, Ano23m, Ano23n, Ano23o, Ano23p].

Editorial [Ano23q, Ano23r, Ano23s, Ano23t, Ano23u, Ano23v, Ano23w, Ano23x, Ano23y, Ano24c, Ano24d, Ano24e, Ano24f, Ano24g, Ano24h, Ano24i, Ano24j].

Edward [KVMR23]. Effective [JH21]. Effective [LSL20, NPY+23, AAD+20, HLX+22, KYZ+20, TB22, WCR+20, XLL20].

Effectively [AT24]. effectiveness [RK24]. Efficiency [SSA24a, dRBB21, AR21, FQL+23, LLC20, SSA24, Sch24]. Efficient [AZF+24, AMP20, BDSQO22, BMK+22, BG21, CYWL21, DGM20, FW23, GQW+21, JZWX20, KRK20, LFJ+20, LSC22, MLGC+21, QZW+24, RWF+21, SSG+20, SNT+20, URS21, YM21, ZT20, AB22a, CHJ+24, DWWX22, DGA+24, DT21, DED+20, DZZ+23, FLZ+20, GLY+21, HGC+23, HLBZ20, HZL+20, HMC20, IRA20, Jar20, JL23, KL22, KYZ+20, LMG+21,
Li23, LYF+24, LYC23, LWD+20, MRPH20, PAD22, PB20, RK24, RGESG+21, SMMG20, SNSK20, SKS21, SBSB20, TA24, TDL+22, TTD24, TAGEL23, WZO+21, XBX+22, YQZ+20, ZZS+21a, ZTKL+21, ZZZ+20.
eHellenic [GKB+20]. Elastic [KG20, BW22, DWR+23]. elasticity [FPGLSA24].

Elementary [KW20]. elephant [LCC20]. elevating [DAG24]. elliptic [LQX+20].
elementary [LQX+20].
elemental [KW20].
elemental [KW20].

Enclosures [LLXX24]. Encoded [KSV20b]. encrypted [BKL+20].


Energy-aware [JKK+23, WHL+23, HKTG20]. Energy-efficient [LYF+24, HLBZ20, KL22, LYC23, RK24, SBSB20].


Enhanced [AGMG23, HNN+20, HZL+20, AAAS24, TK23, TZC+24, WYA+21].


exchange [GHNS22, PW21]. exclusive [DGFR21]. exclusive [MLTT20].
execution [ACC23, CWHC22, FSL21, Mal21, OZ22, YM21]. existing
[BAC22]. expected [CGW23]. Expelliarmus [SBBP20]. experience
[BKY21, VGTSG21]. explicit [SOS24]. exploitation [CRS22].
Exploiting [FPGLSA24, Gow21]. exploration [SPP23]. Explore
[NDZ21]. Exploring [HLS23, MBRR24, QGP24, YLDY23]. Exponential
[MZMM21, LZJZ23]. extending [SAY20, SMMG22]. extension
[MLB21]. extensions [AS20, VLCM20]. extra [GSM22, ZXY21]. extracting
[LCK23]. extraction [XLCL20]. Extreme [Zha23].
fabric [DWW21, PAD22]. fabrics [SMMG20]. face [ZGTK21]. facility
[PSU21]. factor [Li23, MBB22]. factorizations [CH23]. failure
[BDJ24, GKP21, JHZ20, SADM24, ZDZ21]. failure-aware [JHZ20].
failures [DGFR21, GSV21, KKW23, RMJ24]. fair [GLC22]. FALCON
[HCC20]. FALCON-X [HCC20]. family [KGPT23]. far [WLL23a].
Fargraph [WLL23a]. farmland [LWW22]. Fast
[AA21, BHB21, JSA21, LoKS24, PB21, WC22, CDA20, JP22,
LSC22, MMA22, PF22, ZTKL21]. Fat [RGESG21, BCM23, WDL22].
Fat-Tree [RGESG21, WDL22]. Fault
[DLWF23, PG20, WFS22, YZM23, AM20, GQV21, LFC24,
MBRR24, SNSK20, SADM24, ZDZ21]. Fault-tolerability
[WFS22]. Fault-tolerant [DLWF23, PG20, AM20, LFC24]. faulty
[LZJZ23, LLM24, WFS22, YZM23]. FCA [KST23]. FCP [Kur21]. FD
[SADM24]. Feature
[VJR20, BGDT22, BGDMF24, LLX23, SEM20, XLCL20]. Features
[MB21, ASHO20, ARL20, Gow21]. February
[AN21-27, AN22y, AN23-32, AN24k]. Federated
[FFS22, GLC22, ARL20, CLW23a, CLW23b, DK24, GVT24, HDJ21,
HLK22, KSS23, LLD23, PYYO22, dSSE23]. FELIDS [FFS22]. fence
[CP24]. fence-free [CP24]. fertility [LWHF22]. fever [SKS21]. FFT
[IOG20]. FGFL [GLC22]. field [MAL23]. file
[AA21, CDA20, ZTKL21, ZTKL21]. files [ZTKL21]. filter
[DK21, URM23]. filters [CFNH24, ZZZG21]. finance [MS23]. finder
[SWF22]. finding [ZAB20]. Fine
[URM23, LCZL21, OK21, SSB20, YQZ20]. Fine-grain [URM23].
fine-grained [LCZL21, OK21, SSB20, YQZ20]. fingerprint [STG20].
Fire [VP22]. firefly [DED20, MBM20]. five [DDC24]. flame [SS21].
flooding [CJZ22]. Flow
[MBM20, BRK21, DQQZ21, FSL21, HLL22, PF22, Zha23]. flow-vector
[HLL22]. flows [GVT24, LCC20, NE23]. fluid [FSL21]. FMapper
[XDM22]. FMM [IOG20]. Fog [AKBA20]. MSR20, SSG21, AJS20,
DMKF20, HNN20, HKGT20, IRLN23, Li22b, IWD20, SKS21]. folded
[GQX20, GMM22, Lai21]. folding [MM24, PB20]. footprint [XB20].
forecast [HWM+23], forecasting [EBV22, YZC22], forensics [ACCN20], forest [ZCY+21], Forged [Kur21], form [AA20], formal [CC23, KST+23], formation [HLL+21], formats [ZYL+21], Forseti [ALS23], forward [JP22, WCT+22], forwarding [FRAK23], FP16 [CSY+24], FP16-only [CSV+24], FPC [PB21], FPC-BI [PB21], FPGA [HGC+23, JKK+23, KVMR23, MKP22, NPY+23, PD21, PAD22, STG+20, ZCY+21], FPGA-based [HGC+23], FPGAs [KTMB22, MKP22, MLGC+21], fractional [ALP21, SOS+24], framework [AJH+20, BKL+20, CLW+23b, DAG24, GBEFBC24, HFA20, HZY+21, KST+23, LNW21, LDL+23, QMB21, RK24, TK23, TTD24, XLC20, XJR21, YZC22, YLZ+20, ZSL+23], frameworks [DZZ+23, RWF+21], free [AR20, AR21, CP24, HLZ22, MMESG+21, MAR21, OS20], freedom [ACHP22], frequency [BSWO23, LKAB+22, MTR22, MLTT20], frequency-based [MLT20], frequent [VP20], freshmen [DGWD21], friendly [LSWY20], Front [Ano20w, Ano24l, Ano24s, Ano24m, Ano24o, Ano24p, Ano24q, Ano24r], FRQ [RWF+21], FST [BGDT22], Full [Ano20x, Ano20y, Ano24s, Ano24m, Ano24o, Ano24p, Ano24q, Ano24r], Fully [HKO21, AKY20, JKK+23, VLCM+20], fully-adaptive [JKK+23], functional [ASHO20, PLBG21], functions [Ati20, IKK20, SZW+22, WDY+24, ZR22], functions-as-a-service [ZR22], fundamental [GSA21], funnel [NT20], fusion [DGA+24, KNK+23, DGA+24], Future [GDF+23, MMM22, BKY21, KGTK20], futuristic [URC20], fuzzy [KHO22], GA [BS24, GA-GWO [BS24], game [CDY23, DWWX22, DBAC+22, PJV+22, XWCJ22], game-based [DWWX22], games [MMM21], gaming [AMP20], GAN [LYZ+22a], GAN-based [LYZ+22a], garbage [CLZ+22], gathering [LLW+20], Gaussian [MAL+23, SSH+23], Gbps [BRK+21], GCN [WYH+23], GEMM [BDSQO22], GEMM-based [BDSQO22], General [JKM+22, MTG+24, BT20, DHF23, SSD+20, SMT22], General-purpose [JKM+22, MTG+24], generalized [SZW+22], Generalizing [CW21b], generation [CHI+23, EHH+23, GRZT22, HLL+22, LYZ+22a, Rub22], generator [PD21, Stp20], generic [GBEFBC24, GQW+21], genetic [AMM21a, PC21], genetic-based [AMM21a], genomics [JKM+22], geo [Kur21, LRV20, MRPH20], geo-distributed [Kur21], geo-diverse [MRPH20], geo-replicated [LRV20], global [AMPT23, GK21, KMS22], Goal [KPS+22], Goal-driven [KPS+22], gossip [HDJ21], gossiping [PG20], governor [GLC+22], GPGPU [MTR22], GPGPUs [AR20, EL20], GPU [ACC+23, BNOS21, BMK+22, BG21, BHB+21, CFNH24, CMR20, FFGEL21, GXYH21, GJL+24, GM21, Gow21, HCC+20, JL23, JKM+22, LW20, LGZZ23, LFRBKV+21, MN24, NRdA+20, NZ23, SBL20, SSD+20, SM23, SFT+21, SNT+20, VP22, VFB+24, WYH+23, WCMS24, XJR21, YNI+22, ZDD+24, ZKL21], GPU-accelerated [MN24, YNI+22].

Grain [URM23]. Grained [LCZL21, OK21, SBSB20, YQZ+20]. Graph [CLW+23a, HNKÖ21, MST24, WLZ20, YM21, ZZS+21a, CSS+23, DW23, JSA21, JSJC22, LoKS24, LTBY20, SKB21, SQZ+23, WLL+23a, WCMS24, XMJG22, XWJ+23, YSZL23, ZJW+21, ZKL21].

Graph-based [CLW+23a, HNKÖ21, JSJC22]. Graph-tensor [ZKL21]. Graph-Waving [YM21]. GraphCS [CLW+23a]. Graphs [AMPT23, CHJ+24, FLFZTS20, RBS21, RSSP23, TZZ+20a, THPM22, WWL+21, YZM23].


Guest [CL22b]. Guide [CGDS20]. gVMP [SM23]. GWO [BS24].


Handover [LCZL21]. happiness [DAG24]. hardness [BL24]. hardware [ABMPL22, AZF+24, BRK+21, FHN+22, LLG+24, YES22].

Hardware/software [YES22]. harvesting [LLW+20].

Hash [AR21, ATI20, LSC21, MAR21, WDX+24, XDM+22]. hashing [JKM+22].

HDFS [ZTKL+21]. HDOT [CMFV+20]. health [LQX+20, OK21].

Healthcare [JJ22, KKG+23, NVE+21, WLZ20]. HeRAFC [DSV24].

Heterogeneity [CLW+23a]. heterogeneous [ALS23, BS24, BSWO23, CFFGPM22, CHe23, CNFMA20, DGM20, EL20, FFGEKL21, FSL+21, KDS20, KBB21, LTBY20, LYC23, MDS20, MTG+24, OZ22, PYYO22, PSBB21, QBS21, QDD+22, SMT22, TDL+22, TAGEL23, WWH+21, WCM24].

Heuristic [DSV24, AB22a, HKTG20, IRA20, IMP+23, Rub22, SM23]. heuristic-based [Rub22].

Heuristics [KEK+20, SNSK20]. hexa [AAZMS20]. hexa-cell [AAZMS20].


Hierarchy [ACHP22]. High

[BDL22, JB20, KVMR23, LLC20, RCX+21, ZKL21, dARR21, AT24, CLW+23b, DDC+24, DQZZ21, DWR+23, JL23, JHZ20, LMG+21, LJW+22, OGR+24, PGB+22, SMGG22, VP20, XWL+20, YTLF22].

High-efficiency [LLC20]. high-end [OGR+24]. high-order [DCC+24, JL23].

High-Performance

[BDL22, RCX+21, CLW+23b, DQZZ21, DWR+23, PGB+22, XWL+20]. highly [KKW23, NCR23, XBX+22, ZZZ+23]. histograms [GC23]. history
Instructions [KW20]. Integer [XYZ+23]. Integrate [VP22].
Intelligent [CN22, LYC23, ZPN+21, LYZ+22b, PJV+22, Rub22, SCZ+23, TDL+22, XBX+22]. Intelligently [LCC20].
Interacting [BLNP23]. interaction [VGTSG+21].
Interactive [HR23, MCD+21, MGW24]. interconnect [KGP+21, MST24].
Interconnecting [AJH+20]. interconnection [SMM20].
Interoperability [LWW+23]. Interval [RSGA20]. intra [Zha23].
Intra-session [Zha23]. Introducing [DGWD21]. introduction [QBS21].
 Investments [DBAC+22]. IoT [SCZ+23]. IoT [AGC+21, BDNG21, CN22, GSS24, HLS+23, HLX+22, KKT+22, KKG+23, Li23, MT20, MBB22, MGE20, PJV+22, PV+22, PYX+22, SMHK21, SKS21, SUD+22, TDL+22, TTD24, VD21, WHY+21, XLL+20, YZC22, Yaz23a, ZWS+20, dSSE23].
ISA [SBB21]. Issue [Ano20w, Ano241, Ano24s, Ano24m, Ano24a, Ano24p, Ano24q, Ano24r, BDL22, GDF+23, MS20, MMB22, dARR21]. issues [Ano20w, Ano241, Ano24s, Ano24m, Ano24a, Ano24p, Ano24q, Ano24r, JTV+22]. itemset [VP20]. iterations [DG22].
iterative [BLB+20, KNK+23, MBT23, Sou21, SOS+24, XM22].
KASLR [VGMG20]. KASLR-MT [VGMG20]. Keeping [PGB+22].
Kernel [VGMG20, CLLM23, PSU+21, SWF+22, WCLD21, ZDD+24]. kernels [ACC+23, GJL+24, NZ23, SZW+22]. key

Locally [ACR23], location [LLR⁺21, NYZ⁺20].
LOCATOR [TAG23], lock [AR21, ACHP22, MAR21]. lock-free
[AR21, MAR21]. lock-freedom [ACHP22]. logic [PD21]. long
[DLL⁺21, MD20, MYS⁺23]. long-running [MYS⁺23]. long-term [DLL⁺21].
LoRaWAN [IWS22]. LOSC [XWJ⁺23]. loss [AA21, SZW⁺22]. lossless
[DKS21]. Low
[TAG23, CKS22, CNFMA20, JHZ⁺23, XZH⁺22, Yaz23a]. low-cost
[CKS22]. Low-power [TAG23, Yaz23a]. low-rank [MAL⁺23]. lower
[SHI22]. lower-bounds [SHI22].

[KGPT21]. MADRL [WCG⁺24]. magnetohydrodynamics [ZT20]. make
[KW20]. making [CNFMA20]. MalFCS [XLCL20]. malicious [HL⁺22].
Malware [DFP20, RAJ⁺23, WYH⁺21, XLL20]. Management
[AKBA⁺20, Kur21, CWHC22, CGK20, CL22b, GF20, GQW⁺21, HFP⁺22, HZY⁺21, JZS⁺20, KBS⁺21, KGTK20, LSZL20, LLF⁺20, LHL21, NMP20, RGB20, RWF⁺21, SBBP20, SLFC22, TK23, TTD24, TNM⁺22, WLZ20, Yaz23a, YTLF22, ZNY⁺21, ZYW24]. manager [SSD⁺20]. Managing
[XB20]. manipulation [HSX⁺21]. many
[XB20]. many-core [BV21, SBSB20]. many-to-many [MZMM21]. manycore
[KEK⁺20]. manycores [PSU⁺21, SC23]. map [AR21, HA21]. mapper
[XDM⁺22]. Mapping [GBC⁺22, EL20, Jea22, LMG⁺21, MRB20, WHL⁺23].
MapReduce [BCM⁺21, FW23]. March
[Ano21-33, Ano22-28, Ano23-34, Ano24w]. Margolus [PAD22]. Marsa
[HL222]. master-copy-free [HLZ22]. MATAR [DMM⁺21]. matching
[DCM⁺23, MLTT20, SALP20, TOYOC24]. materials [GMS⁺21, GMS⁺21].
matrices [ATD20, AA20]. Matrix
[Ano21z, Ano22-33, Ano23-31, Ano24x]. MB [BPT⁺22]. MB-MaaS
[BPT⁺22]. MDP [LYZ⁺22b]. MDP-based [LYZ⁺22b]. MDScale
[BNOS21]. means [FBL⁺21, LLM⁺20]. MEC [CN22, SCZ⁺23, WXZ⁺23].
MEC-based [WXZ⁺23]. MEC-enabled [SCZ⁺23]. mechanism
[DGMS20, GLF20, HA21, IRA20, PCC20, SM22, SS21, TDL⁺22, TM⁺22, WYH⁺21, YLL21, KK21]. meet [MMM22]. meets [LZD21]. memetic
[QZW⁺24]. memories [JB20]. Memory [EMSEMM20, AZF⁺24, BBE⁺21,
[DPSD21]. moth [SS21]. moth-flame [SS21]. MPI
[ACC+21, CL22a, HCC+20, KSB+20, MBN22, NRGL22, QM21, ZT20].
MPI-3 [QM21]. MPI_Sort [ZBF+24]. MPSO [NHR22]. MSHGN
[WCMS24]. MSLShard [TTD24]. MT [VGMG20]. Multi
[CLLM23, DED+20, EMSEMM20, GM21, KK22, KGPT21, PKSR24, SCZ+23,
VGM20, WCMS24, WXZ+23, ZZS+21b, AGMG23, BCM+21, BNOS21,
CLT+20, CMR20, DGA+24, FBL+21, GRZT22, GS20, HZL+20, HMC20,
KD22, KuR24, KSS23, LMG+21, Li22a, LLGC22, LQX+20, LFRBGV+21,
MBN22, NMPS20, NCR23, NRGL22, OZ22, PD21, SS21, SM23, SOS+24,
TB22, TY23, TLC20, VTT+22, WYA+21, WLL+23b, WC+24, XB20,
Zha23, ZGT24, dRBB21, WDL22]. multi-access [WC+24]. Multi-agent
[WXZ+23, BCM+21, CMR20, TB22]. multi-bit [PD21]. multi-block
[G20]. Multi-Cloud
[ZZS+21b, XB20]. multi-core
[NMPS20, NRGL22, OZ22, SOS+24, TLC20]. Multi-directional
[CLLM23]. multi-domain
[MBN22]. Multi-GPU
[GM21, BNOS21, LFRBGV+21]. multi-grid
[Li22a]. multi-layer [DGA+24]. Multi-Objective
[DED+20, KK22, SCZ+23, AGMG23, GRZT22, KuR24, KSS23, SS21, SM23].
multi-party [CLT+20, FBL+21]. multi-protection [LLGC22]. Multi-Rail
[WDL22]. Multi-requestor [EMSEMM20]. Multi-resource
[WCMS24]. multi-source [LQX+20, Zha23]. Multi-stage
[KGPT21]. Multi-Tenant
[VGM20, HZL+20]. multi-threaded
[WLL+23b]. multi-threading [KD22]. multi-type [ZGT24]. multi-user
[TY23]. multi-versioned
[NCR23]. multi-zone
[GM21]. multicast [Yaz23b, Zha23]. Multicore
[KEK+20, BDSQO22, BGDT22, BSWO23, LLM+20, SFML21, SPK+23].
multicores [SBB21]. MultiFog
[DVS24]. MultiFog-Cloud
[DVS24]. multigrid
[IOG20]. Multilevel
[VJR20, JSA21]. multimedia [SFT+21]. multiphase
[KGPT23]. Multiple
[SALP20, BLB+20, GK21, GSV21, IKK20, KKH+23, Li22a, Li24, LWD+20, WYZ+24, YLDY23].
multi-cell
[Li22a]. multiphase-precision
[KK20]. multiplication
[ATD20, GXYH21, RCX+21, SMT22, TLC20, WCLD21, ZD22]. multiplicity
[CP24]. multiprocessor
[QGP24, TZZ+20a]. multiprocessors
[QZW+24]. multiprogrammed
[WXAL22]. multitasking
[SBB21]. multithreading
[WZC+20]. multitiered
[RH20]. Multiview
[LLC20]. Mutation
[LWHF22, GMA+22]. Mutual
[CMR20]. nested
[LW20]. net
[BNP23, MLB21]. Nets
[EMCE20, SLFC22]. Network
[AJH+20, WL20, AM20, AGMG23, BDSQO22, BV21, CGL+22].

onsensus [CGG+23]. ontology [ASHO20]. open [FTA+22]. OpenACC [ACC+21, Stp20, XJR21]. OpenCL [MKP22].
OpenFlow [LSC22]. OpenMP

Parallelization

[YWF21, YWF23, ACC+21, BG21, CW21b, KEK+20, MBN22, Sch24, ZT20].


Parallelization

[YWF21, YWF23, ACC+21, BG21, CW21b, KEK+20, MBN22, Sch24, ZT20].


Parallelization
portability [DDC+24, DMM+21, HMS20]. portable [BDSQO22].


Practical [ACC+21, PMV20, KSV+20a]. practice [Mar20]. pre [SOL22].

pre-avoidance [SOL22]. precedence [ALP21, Mal21]. precise [Ati20].

precision [GC23, IKK20, NPO+23, WZO+21]. precisions [ATD20].

Preconditioned [TV22]. preconditioners [AR20]. predict [YLDY23].


prescribed [AMPT23]. presence [JSJC22, KKW23, Mal21, Pou20].

preservation [Rub22]. preserving [BKL+20, BLNP23, FHG+20, FBL+21, GLY+21, GFK21, IWL+22, IWX+23, LQX+20, LLD+23, OK21, WCG+24].


Privacy [CLW+23b, FHG+20, FBL+21, GLY+21, LQX+20, WCG+24, BKL+20, FLZ+20, GFK21, HNN+20, JJ22, KSV+20a, IWL+22, IWX+23, LLD+23, LBHW20, MRC21, NT20, OK21, RH20, Rub22, URC20, WMJ+20, WYZ+24].

Privacy-aware [CLW+23b]. privacy-enhanced [HNN+20].

Privacy-preserving [FBL+21, GLY+21, LQX+20, WCG+24, LWL+22, LWW+23, LLD+23, OK21].

private [URS21, WCT+22]. Privibus [HNN+20]. Proactive [DK24, GA21].

Probabilistic [GKP21, PB21]. probe [BRK+21]. problem [AMM21a, CLMH22, GSO+23, JSJC22, JH21, QMB21, SPP+23, VBB22, ZTKL+21].

problem-based [QMB21]. problems [FW23, GK21, GKP21].


processor [AMC20, KVMR23, MPR+21, SBSB20, ZYL+21, RSGA20]. processors [BDSQO22, BV21, CRS22, HMC20, YES22].

procurement [HLL+21].

production [YLDY23]. productive [CMFV+20]. productivity [DMM+21].

Profit [LCH+21, MSRB20, CLMH22]. Profit-aware [MSRB20].


protection [JZW20, KSV+20a, LLGC22, PCC20]. protein [MM24, WC22].

protocol [ABMPL22, AKS+20, CW20, JZW20, KBS+21, LCZ21, Li23,
PJV\textsuperscript{+22}, Rub\textsuperscript{22}, SATJ\textsuperscript{+20}, TB\textsuperscript{22}, XLL\textsuperscript{+21}, ZWS\textsuperscript{+20}. provenance [CTGJ22]. provision [CCACS21, QDD\textsuperscript{+22}]. provisioning [JKK\textsuperscript{+23}, LWD\textsuperscript{+20}, MYS\textsuperscript{+23}, PS22, ZZS\textsuperscript{+21b}]. ProvNet [CTGJ22]. proxy [XZH\textsuperscript{+22}]. proxy-oriented [XZH\textsuperscript{+22}]. pruning [DGMS20]. pseudorandom [Stp20]. PTTS [At023]. pub [HZL\textsuperscript{+20}]. pub/sub [HZL\textsuperscript{+20}]. Public [CML\textsuperscript{+24}, CW20, GPK21, LQX\textsuperscript{+20}, XZH\textsuperscript{+22}]. publication [LCW\textsuperscript{+21}]. PUF [ABMPL22]. PUF-based [ABMPL22]. PUMIPic [DSZ\textsuperscript{+21}]. punishment [TY23]. purpose [JKM\textsuperscript{+22}, MTG\textsuperscript{+24}, SSD\textsuperscript{+20}]. Python [SZW\textsuperscript{+22}].

Q [WCR\textsuperscript{+20}]. Q-learning [WCR\textsuperscript{+20}]. QoS [CCACS21, NMPS20, QDD\textsuperscript{+22}, SSG24]. QoS-driven [SSG24]. quadratic [SBL\textsuperscript{20}, SEM\textsuperscript{20}, YN\textsuperscript{+22}]. quality [CGL\textsuperscript{+22}, GQW\textsuperscript{+21}]. quantised [HLZ22]. quantum [WC22]. queries [RBS21, XMJG22]. query [LQX\textsuperscript{+20}]. querying [BYW\textsuperscript{+22}]. queue [ZYW24]. queuing [RGE\textsuperscript{+21}, WXZ\textsuperscript{+23}]. QuickDedup [SSG\textsuperscript{+20}]. quicksort [AAZMS20]. Quorums [DO\textsuperscript{22}].

race [TA\textsuperscript{24}, VBB\textsuperscript{22}]. radio [SATJ\textsuperscript{+20}]. RAID\textsuperscript{2.0} [LLXX24]. Rail [WDL\textsuperscript{22}]. RAM [CLT\textsuperscript{+20}, WCT\textsuperscript{+22}]. random [MAL\textsuperscript{+23}, PD\textsuperscript{21}, ZCY\textsuperscript{+21}]. Randomization [VGMG20, JYH22]. Randomized [BBE\textsuperscript{+21}]. range [BNOS21, LQX\textsuperscript{+20}]. raunite [RBS21]. rank [MAL\textsuperscript{+23}]. RASM [MLR\textsuperscript{+23}]. rates [BRK\textsuperscript{+21}]. RATS [LZY23]. rCUDA [SPBR\textsuperscript{20}]. RD [KST\textsuperscript{+23}].

RD-FCA [KST\textsuperscript{+23}]. RDIC [WHY\textsuperscript{+21}]. RDMA [WLL\textsuperscript{+23a}].

RDMA-based [WLL\textsuperscript{+23a}]. Reachability [Mal\textsuperscript{22}]. reaction [DZ\textsuperscript{24}]. reaction-diffusion [DZ\textsuperscript{24}]. Reactive [KSB\textsuperscript{+20}]. Read [CP\textsuperscript{24}, DGFR\textsuperscript{21}, GHNS\textsuperscript{22}, XDM\textsuperscript{+22}]. Read/write [CP\textsuperscript{24}, DGFR\textsuperscript{21}]. Real [DMKF\textsuperscript{F20}, CH23, MCD\textsuperscript{+21}, SUD\textsuperscript{+22}, TV\textsuperscript{22}, TNM\textsuperscript{+22}, WHL\textsuperscript{+23}]. Real-time [DMKF\textsuperscript{F20}, CH23, SUD\textsuperscript{+22}, TNM\textsuperscript{+22}, WHL\textsuperscript{+23}]. real-world [MCD\textsuperscript{+21}]. Realizing [YY\textsuperscript{22}]. reallocation [BCM\textsuperscript{+21}]. Rebeca [MPAS24].

reclamation [MAR\textsuperscript{21}]. recognition [GBEFBC24]. Recommendation [XLL\textsuperscript{+20}, LL\textsuperscript{+23}, TZE\textsuperscript{+24}, YWF\textsuperscript{21}, YWF\textsuperscript{23}]. recommender [LL\textsuperscript{+23}]. recomformation [DQZZ\textsuperscript{22}, QZW\textsuperscript{+24}]. reconfiguring [DQH\textsuperscript{+21}]. reconstruction [CP\textsuperscript{Z\textsuperscript{+20}, GHHKL\textsuperscript{23}]. record [NPAM\textsuperscript{20}]. records [LQX\textsuperscript{+20}]. recovery [LLXX24]. Redactable [WDY\textsuperscript{+24}, ZNX\textsuperscript{+21}].

Reducing [BSWO\textsuperscript{23}, ZR\textsuperscript{22}, XWCJ\textsuperscript{22}]. registration [BB\textsuperscript{+21}, FFG\textsuperscript{21}, LM\textsuperscript{+21}]. regression [MBS\textsuperscript{+20}]. regular [An\textsuperscript{o20w}, An\textsuperscript{o24}, An\textsuperscript{o24s}, An\textsuperscript{o24m}, An\textsuperscript{o24n}, An\textsuperscript{o24p}, An\textsuperscript{o24q}, An\textsuperscript{o24r}, KB\textsuperscript{W20}, ZZ\textsuperscript{24}]. regulatory [LZY\textsuperscript{23}].

Reinforcement [HLX\textsuperscript{+22}, MLR\textsuperscript{+23}, KK\textsuperscript{22}, LLZZ\textsuperscript{23}, SSG\textsuperscript{24}, YHK\textsuperscript{R20}]. reinforcing [SAATK\textsuperscript{21}]. reining [WZC\textsuperscript{+20}]. related [BKY\textsuperscript{21}]. Reliability [GR\textsuperscript{T22}, LL\textsuperscript{24}, ZYY\textsuperscript{21}, ZZ\textsuperscript{L22}, CLZ\textsuperscript{+22}, GBC\textsuperscript{+22}, JHZ\textsuperscript{20}, KK\textsuperscript{22}, LS\textsuperscript{L20}, LJW\textsuperscript{+22}, NPO\textsuperscript{+23}, WHL\textsuperscript{+23}]. Reliable [GK\textsuperscript{SS24}, HZL\textsuperscript{+20}].

remapping [LW\textsuperscript{20}]. remote [SLS\textsuperscript{N24}, WHY\textsuperscript{+21}]. remoting [SM\textsuperscript{23}]. remoting-based [SM\textsuperscript{23}]. renaming [BBE\textsuperscript{+21}]. Rendezvous [PK\textsuperscript{21a}].

CW21a, GSA21, GSV21, HWM+23, HSHT22, HKTG20, IMP+23, JH21, KYGG20, KD22, KL22, KuR24, KPS+22, LWHF22, LCC20, LYG23, NHR22, OS20, PC21, PKS24, SNSK20, TZZ+20b, TLD+23, TDCM21, WWH+21, WXAL22, WYZ+24, WHL+23, ZYW24, ZQL+21, ZD22, ZR22. Scheme
scrubbing [JHZ20]. SD [AJH+20]. SD-WAN [AJH+20]. SDN [Ala24, HZY+21]. SEAPP [HZY+21].
sharding-based [TDD24]. shared
shared-memory [DDC+24, JSA21]. sharing

[BDH+24, CTGJ22, FLZ+20, SMHK21, SC23, TY23]. shelf [BCEH23].

Short [DLL+21, MD20, BNOS21]. Short- [DLL+21]. short-range

[BNOS21]. Shortest [PW21]. Shortest-path [PW21]. Shubik [PK21b].

shuffle [RWF+21]. shuffling [ESA24]. siamese [JJJ21]. sidechain


Sigmoid [PSBB21]. signature [KSV+20a, MLTT20]. silent [GMMP24].

silhouette [SK23]. SIMD [AS20]. SimGQ [XMJG22]. similar

[GBEFBC24]. similarity [SWF+22, TZC+24, WWL+21]. simple [AMPT23].

core [Ato23]. sight [JTV+22]. Simplifying [LCW+21].

simulating [CGW23]. Simulation [CLZ+22, CJH+20, CTKdS21, DF22, FSL+21, KPS+22, KSV+20a, LZZ+20, MLTT20, OK21, Pou20, WLZ20, XTGJ21]. SMIDP [NHR22].

SimIDP-based [NHR22]. smell [CH24]. SMS [WYH+21]. SMIDP-based [WYH+21].

SMT [FRK23]. SNARK [NZ23]. Sobel [CLLM23]. Social

[RG20, KYZ+20, LBHW20]. SocialBlock [GF20]. soft

[RPM24, SUZ+22, YSMB21]. soft-error [RPM24]. software

[AB22a, HA21, LCC+20, NCR23, SSD+20, YES22, YPD+20, AJH+20].

software-defined [AB22a, AJH+20]. solar [HWM+23]. solution

[LWL+22, LLC20]. Solutions [FTA+22, KGTK20, SZQ+23]. solvable

[ACR23]. solve [DGFR21]. solver

[AR20, DDC+24, HSM20, KN+22, NE23, YN+22]. solvers

[DEFQO21, KN+23, PG20]. solving [AMM21a, GY+21, GKP21, SCL+24].


Soundness [BLN23]. Soundness-preserving [BLN23]. source

[LXZ+20, SW22, Zha+32]. space

[TZD+21, VMG20, KL22, MAL+23, OS20, SPP+23, SDLM20, ZJW+21].

space-time [MAL+23]. spanning [KKH+23]. spare [ZJW+21]. Spark

[YWF+23, CYWL21, GBEFBC24, LZL+22, LZZ+22, ZZZ+20b, YWF+21].

SparkDQ [GQW+21]. Sparse

[AS21, AA20, DEFQO21, GHX+21, KN+23, SZQ+22, TLC20]. sparsity

[Ato23]. Sparsit [AS21]. Spatial [AHAB23, WCMS24, WZC+20]. Special

[AB22w, AN20, AN24, AN24s, AN24m, AN24n, AN24o, AN24p, AN24q, AN24r, BDL22, GDF+23, MMB22, dARR21, MS20]. specific [CSY+24].
specification [SLFC22], spectral [HMC20], spectrometry [SHI22],
spectrum [SATJ+20], speculation [LRV20], Speculative [FRAK23],
Speed [PD21, FHN+22, GV124, PAD22], Speed-area [PD21, PAD22],
speeds [BCEH23], Speedup [Sch24], SPH [MBN22], spherical [Li22a],
Spiking [JHML21, WZ0+21], spine [CW21a], SpMV [GJL+24, ZYL+21],
SpTV [WYH+23], square [NA23], squares [NA23, PG20], SSD [CLZ+22],
SSSP [CHJ+24], Stab [SADM24], Stab-FD [SADM24], stabbing
[RSGA20], stabilization [HNK21], stabilizing [BT20, SDLM20], stage
[SIF+22], staging [HFS+22], staging-based [JZS+20], Starlight [ZDD+24], state [BAP22, OS20], state-space [OS20],
static [KL22], Stealing [GKT21, CP24, FPDLS+21], Steiner
[RSSP23, SK21, WHC21], steroids [BAP22], Stochastic
[EMCE20, DBAC+22, EBV22, PXY+20, YDX+22, TST22], storage
[BW22, CP24, CTFW22, CML+24, ESA24, GNHS22, GPK21, JJ22, KJA+22, MRPH20, SÖAOA20, WCT+22, YLZ+20, ZYL+21, ZCD+21],
store [FRAK23], store-to-load [FRAK23], stores [LRV20], Storing
[BYW+22], straggler [ZWSL22], Strategic [DBAC+22], strategies
[BHP+24, ODXX21, WHL+23], strategy [GCV+22], LLM+20, LMG+21, LLLZ+22, MZZW21, MM24, SUD+22, TZZ+20a, ZZZ+21b, ZYV24], stream
[AMC20, CKS22, KG20, MGT+24, VTT+22, XPW+22], streaming
[GBC+22, JS21], strength [AT24], stretching [Amm21b], stripe [BW22],
stripe-based [BW22], structural [CGW23, WWL+21], structure
[ASH20, SSH23, WC22], Structured [GS20, XJR21], structures
[DHF23, JKM+22], studies [SZQ+23], Study
[KGP+21, AIA21, KLL+21, SMGM22, TCL20], SUAR [NMA+24], sub
[HZI+20], subarrays [DQH+21], subcubes [WFS+22], Subgraph
[GQX20, WXJ+23], subgraphs [KBW20], substrings [CTA20],
Subversion [GPC23], succinct [XDM+22], suite [MKP22], SunWay
[XDM+22, LFJ+20], super [WYA+21], super-resolution [WYA+21],
supercomputer [LFJ+20, RMJ21], supercomputers [YLDY23],
supervised [BDR24], support [LAPB20, NPO+23, PD21, YZ23b],
Supporting [TAGEL23, DHF23, KK21, TY23], surplus [YTLF22], survey
[DM20, LCC20, ODXX21, SZQ+23, ZDL+24], sustainability [BJ23], Swap
[KW20], Swarm [DED+20], switch [AB22a, CCAACS21], switching
[AMPT23], switchless [NPN+23], synchronization
[OZ22, PP+20, PM20, ZJW22], synchronizing [KEK20], synchronous
[DPEL24], synchronously [BLNP23], synthesis [JJJ21], System
[EMSEM20, AGMG23, BCM+21, BYW+22, CWHC22, CLZ20, CDA20, DAG24, DPEL24, DFL+23, DZ24, DEFO21, FFS+22, GMS+21, HSNX+21, KTM+21, KGP+21, KKT+22, KKG+23, LMG+21, LZY+23, MD20, MPAS24, PSU+21, PK21b, RLW+24, RKA20, SMGG22, TNM+22, WEL+23a, XRT21, ZCD+21], Systematic
[KL22, BJ23, IRLN23, LFJ+20, RCVA22, SSG21, dSSE23], systems
[BW22, BMM+22, BBX+21, BDFG21, BSWO23, CPZ+20, DGFR21,
DGMS20, DHF23, GM21, HQL+22, KIA+22, KKW23, KLL+21, KSV20b, MCD+21, MDS20, AAAS24, MLB21, MAL+23, MBRR24, NMPS20, NVE+21, OGR+24, OZ22, PJV+22, PSBB21, Sok21, SMT22, SLFC22, SC23, TZZ+20a, TDL+22, TV22, VGMG20, WMJ+20, XWL+20, Yaz23a, YY22].

TaihuLight [LFJ+20, XDM+22]. Taking [MGW24]. tall [RCX+21].
tall-and-skinny [RCX+21]. Targeting [VTT+22]. Task
[BS24, KSB+20, YTTLF22, BCM+21, DGMS20, FQL+23, HWM+23, KD22, LCH+21, NHR22, OS20, PLBG21, TYM+22, WWH+21]. task-based
[PLBG21]. Task-Parallel [KSB+20]. tasks
[ACR23, BKY21, BCEH23, HKTG20, KL22, Li24, Mal21, SC23].
taxi [XRBT21]. taxonomy [SSG21]. Teaching
[CTKdS21, GHT+21, MMM21, PGB+22, CCSI21].
technique [CPZ+20, DK24]. Techniques [DGWD21, ACC+23, LHC23].
technological [Ada21]. Technologies [BGA+21, MMM22]. technology
[PGB+22, URC20, ZZZ+23]. temporal [GXJ+24, GA21, GKP21, RBS21].
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